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Have you considered why many persons seat in the same church and listen to the 
same priest, pastor, etc. preach about forgiveness, some go home and reconcile 
with others; some others make up their minds that it is not time to forgive? Some 
persons think that they have all the time in the world and do not make up with 
what has been placed in their good conscience. Few days ago, after my preaching, 
someone walked up to me and said remorsefully, “Fr., she is dead.” Just few 
months ago, I had asked him to forgive his wife as she was needy; and he replied 
that he would do that in December time. Few days ago, she passed away. May God 
help us as we read this. Time is too short. Let him or her who has ears hear 
(Mt.11:15). Jesus forgave His executioners while He was still bleeding, teaching us 
that we need not postpone forgiveness until a time when all the pain is gone. 
 
Is it not amazing that in the Parable of the Sower (Mk.4), the same seed was cast 
by the same sower at the same time and some of the land produced thirty, sixty, 
and others, hundredfold? In some other cases, the seed produced nothing. One 
question is “why do we have different results?” Answers can multiply ad infinitum; 
however, in this case, we understand that the problem is not the sower or the seed. 
The land is the problem. Every organism needs an environment to blossom. In the 
field of horticulture, we understand that the land plays a large role in farm 
production. Where the land is not properly disposed, the produce is dire. The Word 
of God, which is biotic - living and active, needs an environment. Our hearts are the 
garden for the seed of the Word to prosper. Have you considered why Christianity 
can hardly be described as the salt of the earth and the light of the nations as it no 
longer has impact in some societies? Just like the husband who postponed forgiving 
his wife, others in the same church hear from the same preacher about immorality, 
pornography; some repent of them, whereas others continue in the same sin 
(there’s no sinless way to engage in these even when viewed by both couples). We 
pray for renewal in the same spirit where persons on hearing the Truth struck their 
hearts saying, “What shall we do?” (Acts 2:37). Some great sinners, like St. 
Augustine, hearing a sermon like this repented as they pondered, “Tomorrow, 
tomorrow, why not now?” 
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